SCRHA Farm Chore Challenge
2019 Juvenile Horse Show
July 20,2019 6:00 p.m.

CLASS 15
Teams of two: Choose a partner and join in the fun!
*Timed Event*
This is not a mounted class-no horses are needed!
All team entrants must be 17 & under.
Order of Chores: Hay Bag Hustle, Feed Drop, Water Bucket Carry, and Bedding Scoop
Hay Bag Hustle: This station will have a wheel barrow stocked with flakes of hay and two hay bags. The team must fill
the bags with hay and then run them to a designated spot and hang each bag on a hook.
Feed Drop: This station will have a feed can with a lid and a scoop inside. There will be two small buckets beside the
feed can. The team must put two scoops of feed in each bucket, replace the scoop and lid, then run to a designated
area and put the feed in feed pans. Finally, the team must race back to stack the buckets beside the feed can.
Water Bucket Carry: This station will have a trough full of water and two small buckets. The team must fill the small
buckets and carry them to a designated area that will have two large buckets. The team will pour the water from each
small bucket into each larger bucket then race back to stack the small buckets by the trough.
Bedding Scoop: This station will have a bedding area, a wheel barrow, two pitchforks, a rope gate, and a “stall”. The
team must get three scoops of bedding each and put it in the wheel barrow. They then must take the wheel barrow and
pitchforks through the rope gate and empty the wheel barrow in the “stall”. The team will then take the empty wheel
barrow and pitchforks back through the rope gate and leave it at the bedding station.

A judge will be at each station to make sure that each task is completed. A five second time fault will be incurred on
each task that is not completed according to the task guidelines.
The team will enter the ring and go to the designated starting line and time will begin.
Each task will be completed
The team will race back to a designated finish line and time will end.
The team with the fastest time will win the challenge!
HOW FAST CAN YOU GET YOUR CHORES DONE?? 😊

